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COASTAL ZONES INVENTORY BY HIGH RESOLUTION SATELLITES 

L. Loubersac 

Centre Ocfianolo~ique de Bretagne 
29273 BREST Cédex France 

ABSTRACT 

The development of cools for assessing impacts on 
coastal environments is a reality. These impact 
assessmencs need both baseline and monitoring 
studies. Satellite remote-sensing data would be 
useful for coastal inventories (baselines) and 
monitoring if high spatial and temporal resolutions 
are yield compatii:Jle. An overview of the various 
sensors that could De used is presented. The 
constraints linked to the different resolutions are 
exposed. An exampie based on SPOT simulated data 
and trends Oj'l'Cdeveloped. 

Keywords : high resolution, Coastal environment, 
Tidal range, Under~ater mapping, Principal compo
nent analysis. 

1. l:\TRODUCTlON 

Coastal zones are, all around the world, more and 
more subjected to demosraphic pressure such as 
tourism and indust=ial settlements. The exploita
tion of the natural ressources of these zones is 
peremptory for a lot of countries (fisheries, 
aquac!llture, seaweecis harvesting, sediments col
lecting ... ). 

On the other hand, many of coastal ecosystems are 
essential for marine life because used as nurseries 
and spa\ming grounds (mangrove, salt-marshes, coral 
reefs). They are ve=y sensible to pollution, mainly 
to oil pollution; rremonstrations were given by the 
last oil spills catastrophs. 

The management of coastal environment is a must in 
this end of century. This management, which con
sists in a rational exploitation and/or protection, 
needs a good knowleàge of the different components 
of the environment, such as a cartography, neces
sary for the inventory of these components. 

-'The coastal zone - the juncture between land and 
sea - is essentially linear and thus of finite 
area! extent. Although distinct in concept, it is 
difficult to derine precisely because of the great 
variability that exists along and across it. This 
variability cornes from contrasting characteristics 
associated with bo~h the land and the sea, such as 
geologic structure, climate, biota, water chemistry, 
waves, currents and tides. AlI such elements have 
a bearing on the nature, distribution and availa-

bility of resources along the coast". (H.J. Walker, 
Re f. 1). 

Three main characteristics of the coastal environ
ment have to be unàerlined 

the accessibility to the conventional investica
tion means is very often poor (marshes and man
Broves, mud and reef flats, shallow waters ... ). 

- the geographic scale needed for che study of the 
differents biotopes which compose this environ
ment has to be sharp. 

- the evolution with time is fast (ride, floods, 
winds, ... ) . 

Orbital remote sensing with satellite photography 
and imagery is an important tool in the develop
ment of coastal studies (ref. n02) 

According to the eharacteristics listed above hi~h 
resolution satellite, may be considered as a good 
tool for coastal inventories anè a good monitoring 
tool if they of fer adequate repetitivity. 

At the present time the needs faeing coastal envi
ronment are not or unsatisfactory solved by con
ventional means. For example 

- in the occurence of an oil spill how to prediet, 
in a short time the drift of the oil toward the 
coast? How to assess the global impact of such 
a pollution 

- what is the present surface of mangroves aIl 
around the world ? what are the evolutions of 
this surface ? what is the evolution of srecies 
composition with time ? 

- how to measure, over a touristic coastal area 
the impact of tourism on the shores and on the 
inland uses? 

- are the hydrographie charts exact and accurately 
revised in coastal zones of quick evolution 
(deltas, coral seas ... )? 

Remote sensing data may give sorne answers to these 
questions. After a quick overview of the performan
ries of existing sensors and the spatial and tempo
ral requirements facing coastal studies, the preli
minary results based upon high resolution satellite 

Remote Sensing: ?r::Jc. Alpbach Summer Sc7100l> 27 Jury - 5 August 1.983 (ESA SP-205> Sept. '83» pp 87 - 94. 
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table). (from Klemas) Performances of aircraft and satellite remote sensors for coastal studies. 

data will be exposed and sorne arguments for future 
remote sensing applications will be developed. 

2. PERFOR}~NCE OF DIFFERENT AIRBORNE AND 
SPACEBORNE SENSORS FOR COASTAL STUDIES. 

Table l, from Klemas (ref.3) summarizes the perfor
mance of existing sensors providing data on coastal 
environment. 

For vegetation and land use and biomass and vegeta
tion stress both, film camera and multispectral 
scanners (now push broom devices) may be used as 
mapping tools for species condition and composi
tion (ref. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10). 

Aircraft photography and airborne multispectral 
data have been successfully used for coastal ero
sion and geomorphology which both need high reso
lution (ref.ll, 12, 13).Imaging radar gives good 
promises (reL 14). 

For depth profiles only laser profilers (ref. 15) 
are operational devices. Anyway high resolution 
multispectral data with good wavelength position
ning may be useful for mapping bottom features 
(reL 16, 17, 18). 

Multispectral data are used for the study of sus
pended sediment patterns, but ground truth is nee
ded when suspended sediment concentrations have to 
be mapped (ref. 19, 20, 21). Chlorophyll concentra
tions can be determined using airborne lasers by 
the excitation of the fluorescence of chlorophyll 
pigments (ref. 22). The mapping of chlorophyll 
concentrations may be now realized using multi
spectral scanner such as CZCS and adequate ath
mospheric corrections (ref. 23, 24). 

ANNEXE I. Publ. nOl. 

One of the first objectives of remote sensing was 
oil slick detection. Airborne thermal IR scanner 
and imaging radar are operational (ref. 25), la
sers fluorosensors and microwave radiometers 
offer hope for measuring oil slick thickness and 
oil type and age (ref. 26-27). 

Surface temperature is mapped with airborne or 
spaceborne thermal infrared scanners, for example 
with the A\~RR of TIROS N series satellite after 
geometric, radiometric and atmospheric corrections 
(reL 28-29-30). 

Water salinity is one of the most difficult oceano
graphical parameter to obtain by remote sensing. 
Only microwave radiometers from low altitude air
craft offer sorne results (ref. 31). This parameter 
will be very useful for coastal studies as the 
fishing of pelagic species, such as tuna, which 
move along thermal and/or salinity fronts. 

Current circulation patterns may be detected by a 
lot of sensors but their study needs high repeti
tivity (reL IL" 32, 33, 34). 

Wave spectra and sea state which are very impor
tant oceanographical parameters for ship traffic, 
oil and Gas offshore production etc. are obtained 
by using laser profilers, synthetic aperture radars 
and radar altimeters (ref. 14, 35, 36, 37). Wave 
spectra may be obtained from aerial photography 
(ref. 38) and from high resolution satellite 
data - a Spot simulation over Corsica shows a wave 
spectrum on the panchromatic channel (resolution 
10 m). 

Surface winds may be obtained with radar scattero
meters (ref. 37). 

Sea surface topography only obtained with radar 
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altimeters is not reliable for coastal studies 
because of the precision required - about 1 cm 
over distances inferior to 50 km for tide cir
culation models. 

In short : multispectral scanners (visible and 
thermal IR), laser profilers, laser fluorosensors 
and imaging radar overlay the big majority of 
coastal studies with very often operational poten
tiality. The aircraft appears the most reliable 
vector, but it should be noticed that the opera
tional capability of the aircraft has to be ten~ 
pered by three main constraints : 

cost when repetitivity is required, 
_ inunobilization caused by weather, 
_ geometric distortions often difficult to correct. 

Table 1 is only an estimate of the various sensors 
for measuring coastal properties. Considering the 
multispectral scanner (visible) on satellite, the 
performances indicated on table 1 refer to the use 
of Landsat MSS. With Landsat D Thematic Mapper and 
the Spot sim.lIations pro gram, noticeable advances 
are carried out, mainly in the fields of vegeta
tion and land u~e, biomass and vegetation stress, 
coastal erosion, geomorphology and bathymetry. For 
these last studies, multispectral spaceborne sen
sors may be considered as operational. 
AlI the' performance of sens ors indicated in this 
chapter are obviously conditioned, by their spa
tial and temporal resolution. 

3. ADVANTAGES OF HIGH RESOLUTION AND HIGH 
REPETITIVITY FOR COASTAL ZONE INVENTORY 
AND HANAGHIENT. 

According to the oceanographie objectives, the 
spatial and temporal resolution requirements are 
varying. Generally exists an opposition, for spa
ceborne remote sensing, beetween the spatial and 
the temporal constraints. For example, a high 
repetitivity is accompanied, for geostationnary 
satellites, whith low resolution (2,5 or 5 km per 
pixel with one image each 1/2 h for Heteosat). On 
the other hand, high resolution goes with low 
repetitivity. Solutions are partially offered by 
lateral views such as in the SPOT configuration 
(ref. 39) or by zoom devices set up upon a geo
stationnary satellite (ref. 40). 

Fig. 1 from Klemas (ref.3) summarizes the spatial 
and temporal resolution requirements for coastal 
and deep ocean studies. Note that onc moves fur
ther offshore, both ,,t;he spatial and temporal reso
lution requirements become less stringent. 

Geostationnary satellites, with spatial resolution 
varying from 1 to 5 km and temporal resolution 
around the hour, give access to clouds and wea
ther studies, gross ocean circulation, streams 
and eddy monitoring. 

Heteorological satellites (TIROS N type) give 
access to shelf circulation and coastal upwellings. 
They are interesting tools for Great estuaries cir
culation studies (ref. 41) if performant geometric 
correction algorithms are developed. 

Earth resources satellites such as Landsat 1 2 
and 3 allow gross coastal land use studies. They 
may give interesting informations upon shelf fronts, 
coastal upwellings, ice coyer, eastuarine features 
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but they are not operational tools for these last 
studies because of their low temporal resolution. 

High resolution satellite programs such as Landsat 
D Thematic Mapper, SPOT, give access to seaweeds 
and marshes (mangroves) habitat mapping, coral 
reefs geomorphology,wetland biomass, siltation, 
hydrography, which are very important components 
of coastal use studies. The difference in temporal 
resolution beetween Landsat D Thcmatic Mapper 
(16 days) and SPOT (24 days) has no impact. On the 
other hand, the potential repetitivity of systems 
such as SPOT equiped with lateral views capabili
ties (access to the same frame each 2,5 days at 
a latitude of 45") may be determinant for coastal 
studies such as ice cover mappinR, storm damage 
assessment, ocean dumping, shelf fronts and pol
lutants, phytoplancton dynamics, upwellings, etc. 
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Fig.l (from Klemas) Optimal spatial and temporal 
resolutions for oceanic and coastal inves
tigations. 

4. AN EXAHPLE OF ~jETHODOLOGY APPLIED TO 
COASTAL ZONE INVENTORY \HTH HIGH RESOLUTION 
SATELLITE DATA (THIS EXMIPLE IS BASED UPON 
SPOT SHlULATED DATA) (Rei. 42) (fig.2 and 3) 

Images intercepting coastal areas are characteri
zed by strong variance. In fact there is a nume
rous set of different targets such as water, tur
bid or not, visible bottom types, sand and mud 
flats, rocks, marine vegetation (seaweeds, marshes 
mangroves), corals or ice formations, supratidal 
zones occupied or not by man (urban zones, forests, 
cultures, bare soils, ... ). As a way to lower the 
variance of a system consists in stratifying this 
system, the methodology adopts the principle of 
distinguishing by single numerical algorithms the 
main facies included in the image. Strata will be 
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th us extracted froUl original image" .l11d Lill' pi:,,' J s 
belonging to the identified str~ta will he con,idc
red for each stratum. Accorcling to the nllmher ,'f 
wavelengths, a classification ma,' I)l' thus pl'r10r
med on the clouds of pixels iclentifipd in cal'il stra
tum. On these clouds, becausc of the redllcti(ln l)f 
variance expected, the application of statistical 
algorithms ShOlllci he improvcd. This metllodoloS\' 
uses the General image processing software (GIPSY) 
(ref, 44) developped at CNEXO/COB. 

Fig. 2 - Localizaeion of thc studicd area 
(Bay of Goulven). 

lIec8\1se of tlll' high allsorption oi 11<';lr infrared hy 
water, the' C'xtr;letion of tlle' O1Cjllatie strntllm l11ay 
hl' pc'-fonned il\' simplL' thrL'sholcling on the ne al' 
infrared C1131111Cl. An Dutomatic instantaneous coast 
line is obtained hr the outlinC' detcetion of the 
mask which corresponds to the waLer (1'ef ./,5). 

Thl' determination of the supratidnl stratum lS 

pL'l"fOrnlCd by differcnci.J.tioll b('pt\,'('en t\Jfl images, 
gcometrically con~atible, the first ohtained when 
the tid,' is 101", the second \,'hen the tide ls up. 
lf onl)' a lOI,' tide ir.13!,C is aV:1iI3i,le, the elimi
nation of supratidal area mav be performcd by 
cl"eating, with interactive rrocess~ 3 m3sk fitting 
\,ith the limit oi the hi!,hcl" eides. Eliminating 
\,ater .Jncl "land", an intertidal striJturr \,'ith deter
mined surface fOl" spccified hour 3n2 tide coeffici
ent mny be isol~red. 

Over the intertidal seratum ma\' be ciistinguished 
t~o substrats, one corresponding [0 ve~2[ation the 
ocbey to lino vèf!etation ll

• This dis.:::rir.linacion is 
realized by tilt? use of .3 vegetation inde:-: (ref. 
~o-~7) in elle farm of near i~fr3r0d-r~d./near IR + 
rcd. The higher vaIlles of the histo~rar.1 of this 
results correspond to vegct3tion. beC3use ve3eta
tion presents spectral sign2rures \'ery ciifferent 
in the reà [Incl nC!ar inÏra-reù. The 10\\''':1" values 
corrl2spond C0 the non v('~eta~ 3rt..~.;S. Ti1è vegetal 

24/'4/1982 
LOW TIDE + 0.5H 

COEF: 107 

SPOT 5 l t11JLAT l JJt~ 
o '2 KM. 
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populations may be divided, in the case of tempe
rate coastal enviranment, inta subpopulatians 
such as seaweeds and salt marshes, assuming that 
salt marshes use ta grow over soft substrats whe
re the hydradynamism is weak when seaweeds graw 
over hard substrats (rocks) in most exposed zones. 

When the penetration of light is sufficient over 
clear and shallow waters, the water stratum may • 
be subdivided according to the existing bottam 
features. The methodology uses first the shorter 
wavelength band(HSS 4, TH band l, SPOT XSI) with 
threshold, over high reflecting targets (sand) 
and low reflecting ones (rocks). Then is applied 
the principle of the ratio algorithm yet develop
ped by POLCYN (ref. 18). The assumption is made 
that a pair of wavelength bands can be found such 
that the ratio of the bot tom reflectances on the
se bands remains the same, whatever the bottam 
types, over a given scene, so : 

rAI 
rA2 

rBI 
rB2 

R (1) 

where rA, is the reflectance of the bot tom type A 
in band 1. 

The advantage is that the variance of the ratio 
is smaller indeed that the variance among the 
single band reflectances over several bot tom ty
pes. The main drawback is that this method can 
be only applied to depths inferior th an the pene
tration depth in the band n02 considered, that is, 
for MSS 5 and SPOT XS2, a few meters. 

The water depth, tao, can be computed in the ratio 
method according [0 equation (2): 

z 1 
V~ - V2S X VO 1 1 

(K2 - KI) ln vi - VIS V02 

where 
Ki the water attenuation coefficient (m 1) in 

band i 
the signal value in band i vi 

ViS 
VOi 

the signal value in band i over deep water 
limiting signal as depth approaches zero 

VOi mal' be obtained from theory or from ground 
truth. The signal value for band i can be ~~itten: 

Vi ViS + \TOi e- 2 Ki z (3) 

Figure 4 summarises the results of the stratifica
tion of the SPOT simulated image of the Bay of 
Goulven (North Brittany), the original of which is 
shown in figure 3.~ 

4.2. Classification 

The radiometric value of each pixel in each wave
lengh is cocsidered for a determined stratum. A 
principal component analysis is applied, in the 
n dimension space corresponding to the original 
wavelengths, over the pixels cloud which corres
ponds ta each stratum. Generally, the two first 
principal axes contain the big majority of the 
variance of the system so the spectral informa
tion adquired over n wavelengths may be reduced 
to a lawer ciir.lension (reE. 4,J). If, for a consi
dered stratum, a wavelength is dominant compared 
to the others, (near infrared for example for 
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vegetation) it may be advantageous to reduce the 
data before the computation of the eigeinvectors. 
This has the advantage to decrease the dependance 
beetween the first component and the dominant wa
velength in the stratum. 

Considering tbe three images obtained after pro
jection of tbe data onto the 3 first principal 
axes, one may create a colour composite (ref. 49) 
with, for example first axis in red, second in 
green, third in blue. Also considering that the 
contributions of the two first components exceeds 
90% of the total variance, a partition may he 
realized according to the density of pixels on 
the bidirnentional bistogram PCI - PCZ. 

Results obtained upon intertidal zones sbow that 
the general structure of intertidal vegetation 
such as seaweeds and mangroves and a zonation of 
specifie dominants may be obtained (ref. 8-43). 

CONCLUSIO:-; 

High resolution satellite data offer good promises 
for coastal environment quantification and monito
ring. From Landsat D prograrn, unfortunately stop
ped, and Spot one, will be carried out new concepts 
and new applications. ln fact, because of the high 
spatial resolution the spectral analysis of image 
will be insufficient although necessary. High re
solution data are very sensltlve to luminance va
riations from pixel to pixel and to association 
of pixels. So the pixel must not be considered 
alone with its own radiometric counts but consi
dered with respect to its environment. Texture 
analysis (Ref. 50, 51, 52) ",ill obviously know 
new developments and applications with and because 
of high resolution data. Better stratifications 
and/or better discriminations into the strata may 
be obtained . 

An other trend concerns the rnixing of data obtai
ned from different sources. For example mixing 
passive radiometric data (Lanqsat D, Spot simu
lated) with active ones such as SAR (SIR-B expe
riment). Improvements in relation with facies 

. discrimination, facies structure, geomorphology, 
etc. should be expected. 

Landsat D TH and SPOT payloads were not defined 
for coastal purposes; they are in the first place 
land-observation satellites. "Barine satellites" 
have existed (SEASAT) or are being developed: ERS-I 
from ESA, an Ocean Color Imager on a future NOOA 
satellite, TOPEX (USA), POSEIDON (France), GEOSAT 
(USA), HOS-I (Japan), NROSS (USA) etc. "Coastal 
satellites" as represented in Table 1 and Figure 1 
are not 50 easy to conceive. 

High spatial resolution satellites and the new 
concepts linked ta their data will introduce new 
ways of considering coastal remote sensing. The 
mportant step for the future will be the intro
duction of high temporal resolution - a very 
necessary dimension - for the understanding of an 
essentially dynamic environment. 
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Fig. 4 - Bay of Goulven SPOT simulated data stratification. 
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